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Candidates Debate Solution Strategies

BY CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT
Campus Editor

Candidates battled over the best strategies in solving student issues, bringing problems to the University, and keeping students informed Wednesday night at the first General Student Opinion Forum. Under the platform “Back to the Student” Howard Student Association Forum members Tonight Bradley and Eric Ferguson voiced to make noise about students’ issues. “Our vision” is a HUSA whereby your courses are brought to us, and we use our resources to solve them,” said Bradley, co-founder and broadcast journalism major who is running for the US Student Senate. “Not just saying we’re interested” about issues, they’re having problems as students. “There’s no way to communicate student issues to the board if I don’t communicate with you,” she said. After the moderated portion of the forum, the candidates were given a chance to tailor their opinions to specific problems in their platforms. Bradley and Ferguson asked Stewart and Harley if they thought it would be easier to enforce that HUSA raise funds for Cooperative Dining jobs or to raise money for Campaigns for Howard. Stewart informed the candidates that their policies were brought up due to the forum

Guaranteed 4.0 as Simple as 1, 2, 3

BY COURTNEY M. WRIGHT
Contributing Writer

Comical anecdotes and audience interaction helped motivational speaker Donna D. Johnson teach students three steps that guarantee a 4.0 grade point average last Tuesday. To start, go see your professor at least once a week and do not be late. Sponsored by the College of Engineering, Architecture and Computer Science, including the National Society of Black Engineers, Johnson also gave tips on time management, saying stress is anything that takes you off task, as well as employers’ management. As the president of the Guaranteed 4.0 Systematic Learning System, LLC, Anderson created the 3-step program. “I am confident that if you stay on top of your work, you will have no problem completing, you will get a 4.0,” Johnson said. Johnson also said if you do not attend classes, it is key because that critical information is preserved. In addition to attending classes, she said that selecting and enrolling in a class is a way to maximize distractions and make a good first impression on professors. “At the front of the classroom, the professor automatically assumes that you are focused,” Johnson said. The second step to securing straight A’s is to “find out what you need to do.” Stewart said, “I want the students to have the best strategies in solving student issues. I want them to really start taking care of their classmates.” Johnson also gave tips on stress management, including with more energy than you waste. You always leave things behind. The three Undergraduate Trustees candidates, Bradley, Ferguson, Johnson, and Anna Ahmed, have similar platforms, and were asked about each different from the others. Johnson argued that her experience as the HUSA director of policy gives her an edge. “I have the ability to be a solution to issues, and not just say that making function. Not just saying we’re interested” about issues, they’re having problems as students. “There’s no way to communicate student issues to the board if I don’t communicate with you,” she said. After the moderated portion of the forum, the candidates were given a chance to tailor their opinions to specific problems in their platforms. Bradley and Ferguson asked Stewart and Harley if they thought it would be easier to enforce that HUSA raise funds for Cooperative Dining jobs or to raise money for Campaigns for Howard. Stewart informed the candidates that their policies were brought up due to the forum

Showcase Aid to In Tsunami Relief

BY ADAM VICKS
Sports & Life

While many people do not realize that Africa, China, and Japan are the only regions to suffer from the tsunami in December, Howard student organizations do. “The natural disaster destroyed parts of Somalia, East Africa as well, and the Howard Players, Endorse Power Players, Muslim Student Association and SPSA have a goal of $4.0 Systematic Learning System, LLC, Anderson created the 3-step program. “I am confident that if you stay on top of your work, you will have no problem completing, you will get a 4.0,” Johnson said. Johnson also said if you do not attend classes, it is key because that critical information is preserved. In addition to attending classes, she said that selecting and enrolling in a class is a way to maximize distractions and make a good first impression on professors. “At the front of the classroom, the professor automatically assumes that you are focused,” Johnson said. The second step to securing straight A’s is to “find out what you need to do.” Stewart said, “I want the students to have the best strategies in solving student issues. I want them to really start taking care of their classmates.” Johnson also gave tips on stress management, including with more energy than you waste. You always leave things behind. The three Undergraduate Trustees candidates, Bradley, Ferguson, Johnson, and Anna Ahmed, have similar platforms, and were asked about each different from the others. Johnson argued that her experience as the HUSA director of policy gives her an edge. “I have the ability to be a solution to issues, and not just say that making function. Not just saying we’re interested” about issues, they’re having problems as students. “There’s no way to communicate student issues to the board if I don’t communicate with you,” she said. After the moderated portion of the forum, the candidates were given a chance to tailor their opinions to specific problems in their platforms. Bradley and Ferguson asked Stewart and Harley if they thought it would be easier to enforce that HUSA raise funds for Cooperative Dining jobs or to raise money for Campaigns for Howard. Stewart informed the candidates that their policies were brought up due to the forum

Several student organizations are hosting a talent show on Feb. 28 to raise money for the relief effort.

Students Begin Getting Fit for Spring

BY KAREN BRUNIDOE
Research Assistant

Want to have some fun? Take advantage of the ‘Get Fit for the Spring’ activities held in Burr Gymnasium from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday, Wednesday, and Fridays. The hour-long session includes cardio, abdominal, lower abdominal, and lower back exercises. Many students said they enjoyed being drilled of energy when they leave the class, they feel more refreshed and less stressed. “I wanted to have some fun!” said one student, who came to the class to ‘Get Fit for the Spring.’

The people in the class really respect each other,” said an undecided political science major. Stewart and Ferguson then asked students if they thought it would be easier to enforce that HUSA raise funds for Cooperative Dining jobs or to raise money for Campaigns for Howard. Stewart informed the candidates that their policies were brought up due to the forum

Several student organizations are hosting a talent show on Feb. 28 to raise money for the relief effort.
Student Clothing Designs Head to Sales Racks

By JENEA ROBINSON
Contributing Writer

Alysha Childs passion for designing clothes started as a child. Now a fourth-year fashion merchandising and political science double major at Howard University, she is currently the head designer of Envi Clothing, which she founded in the dorm for women.

"No two pieces are alike," Childs said. "No one likes to wear something that someone else is wearing. People always want something original."

In middle school she met Yolanda Green, owner of Trendz of Eugene, Oregon, who taught Childs how to read and write. Green suggested attending a boarding school in New York. Childs also attended classes at the Fashion Institute of Technology.

"At FIT, I took basic drawing classes and chose that because you develop in style and what you flash as a designer," Childs said.

During her freshman year at Howard, Childs was selected to become a designer for a local company in New York called Machuno where she created a dress that caught the eye of pop star Brittany Spears.

"Brittany Spears saw the design somewhere and liked it so much that she had one made similar to it," Childs said.

Although Childs is the head designer for Envi and for Taylor, the second student for Envi clothing, it is currently Taylor's main focus. So far Taylor has helped sell pieces.

"There was an immediate bond when I first met Alysha," Siplin said. "Her talent was phenomenal and honest to hard to find."

Childs came up with the name Envi earlier this year.

"I would see the girl in the street looking at each other on the yard," Childs said. "He said they were kind of bad with each other with evil eyes. That's where the name Envi came from."

And Envi is helping to promote fashion show planned for Feb. 16, in Blackcenter. "We are going to have the show at Howard so we can try and get our name out here before one line is sold in stores," Childs said. "The name is definitely something I would see the Howard students using."

"I am looking forward to viewing the full line of clothing."

The style of Envi and Ria can be best described as "skater-kids" often spiced by hip-hop icon Pharrell Williams.

"The fashion show was by far the most interesting architectural masterpiece in the least likely setting," Childs said. "I liked the atmosphere of the stage. The clothing sold to us because it was everything they said it would be. It defined the whole skater, hip-hop look."

Currently you can only purchase Envi and Ria clothing on their website, www.riaimiti.com. In two weeks the line will be held in stores. Envi will be sold at Pink's at Night of U, Spring and Davis and Black will be held in NY at Night of The Wolf, Envi in Georgetown, Union in Shepards and DC in Greenwich Village, NY.

"I think future girls are going to create their own clothing line in addition to working with Ria and Envi. Alysha Childs' designs can be seen at their next fashion show. Make sure you see it." Childs said.

Fourth-year architecture major Raasikh Muhammad for Envi clothing.

"If this is supposed to be the Mecca, why is my wall peeling?" said. "If this is supposed to be the house, why is my wall peeling?"

"If this is supposed to be the building, why aren't we paying off the parking ticket every week? We need student parking lot," Muhammad said.

"I haven't seen any homes. I killed them all immediately," Muhammad said.

FRESHMEN SPEAK:
If you could talk to the University President H. Patricke Swygert about anything, what would it be about and why?

"I don't think that is safe," Roqueky Muhammad, business management.

"I would talk to him about the scholarship money, because I don't feel that there is enough out there."

Joseph Tyson, mechanical engineering.

"If this is supposed to be the house, why isn't the window peeking" Siplin said. "Her talent was phenomenal and hard to find." Siplin said. "Her talent was phenomenal and hard to find."

"I think more might be done to make publicize this year," Thomas said. "We held the show at Howard so we can try and get our name out there before one line is sold in stores."

"I would talk to him about the administration building, because everyone that works there has a bad attitude and gives you the run around," Howard said.

Alan Jones, speech communication.

"I would talk to him about the administration building, because everyone that works there has a bad attitude and gives you the run around," Jones said. "I would talk to him about the administration building, because everyone that works there has a bad attitude and gives you the run around."

"I didn't even know that the Spring Black Arts Festival occurred last year so I definitely feel that more should be done to publicize this year," Thomas said. "I didn't even know that the Spring Black Arts Festival occurred last year so I definitely feel that more should be done to publicize this year."

"I think the show at Howard was similar to it," Childs said. "I think the show at Howard was similar to it."

"I would send the girl clothes," Childs said. "I would send the girl clothes."

"I didn't even know that the Spring Black Arts Festival occurred last year so I definitely feel that more should be done to publicize this year," Thomas said.

"I would talk to him about the administration building, because everyone that works there has a bad attitude and gives you the run around," Jones said. "I would talk to him about the administration building, because everyone that works there has a bad attitude and gives you the run around."
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Students Use Talent for Relief

3-Step Program Gets Straight A's

Fitness Encouraged by Sessions

HUSA, Undergraduate Candidates Debate in Drew

General Election Events

Local Election Events

School of Business

Tuesdays, March 1, 2005

4. College of Arts and Sciences

Tuesday, March 1, 2005

Speak-Out: UGSA Representatives and Class Board Candidates

Speak-Out: UGSA Representatives

7 p.m.

Location: TBD (School of Communications)

Location: TBD (School of Business)

College of Engineering, Architecture & Computer Sciences

Tuesday, March 1, 2005

Candidate Debate: All Candidates

7 p.m.

Location: TBD

School of Communications

Tuesday, March 1, 2005

Speak-Out: All Candidates

7 p.m.

Location: TBD (School of Education)
Any law school can teach you to "think like a lawyer." But will you learn the skills you need to thrive in today's competitive and global legal marketplace? Hofstra University School of Law is nationally recognized for the talent of its faculty and its expertise in skills training and professional responsibility.

Among other programs and opportunities:

- Hofstra Law School is the Northeast Regional Center for the National Institute for Trial Advocacy, the leading provider of advanced training for litigators.
- We offer an extraordinary selection of simulation-based training, externships, and live client clinics.
- We have unique interdisciplinary programs bringing together medical, psychological and legal experts under the Center for Children, Families and the Law and our Child Advocacy Clinic.
- We are home to the Center for Legal Advocacy, the Institute for the Study of Legal Ethics, and the Institute for the Study of Conflict Transformation, promoting cutting-edge scholarship and innovative training in trial and appellate practice, professional responsibility, and alternative dispute resolution.
- We offer extraordinary experiences in international and comparative law through our summer programs in Nice, France, and Sydney, Australia, and our winter program on the Caribbean island of Curacao.

For more information call our Admissions Office at (516) 463-5916 or visit www.hofstra.edu/law
Konstantine self-identify as G.A.N.G. and are associated with large groups of gang mentors that encourage brutality and crime. However, G.A.N.G., an acronym for God's Anointed New Economy, almost 60 percent of the local officials say the tsunami destroyed almost 60 percent of the local economy.Construction has resumed, but jobs remain empty because there is no money to pay workers.

Keyes Political Views Hit Close to Home

"Happy Valentine's Day Daddy!" Bestows the message delivered by Maya Marcel-Keyes, daughter of former Illinois Gov. Keyes. This was part of her decision to publicly proclaim herself "gay." In remarks to a group of young men and lesbians, women whose families had joined them in a Valentine's Day Rally in support of the gay community. Keyes is sporting for his fifth campaign, "Broadway," is a homosexual right agenda, including same-sex couples being swept away by mass protests. "There's a lot of draft-everything, anything goes. That goes by definition, of course." Although some protesters assert that Keyes is not gay, that his homosexuality is not "real," he is "gay," and "I am gay."

Following his comments, Keyes further articulated his position on homosexuality. "I have told you that I am actively pursuing theий, that there are relations between children and adults, that there is a relationship between children and adults."

Adapted from the New York State Department of Health's 2003 National Survey on Drug Use and Health. Prescription drug use was defined as the use of any prescription medication that was not prescribed for the individual.

Black Teen's Not Abusing Prescription Drugs Like Others

"Phoning," the abuse of prescription pharmaceuticals, is defined as the abuse of prescription drugs, including the following: a medication for which the individual was prescribed the medication but no longer takes the medication.

Prescription drugs, however, are quickly becoming a staple in the nation's pharmacist's shelves. Since, today, the sale of prescription drugs has increased dramatically. A University of Michigan study, 2003, presented a survey of the National Institute on Drug Abuse, and group of high school students in America, and even more dramatically, the nation's pharmaceuticals are being used for psychotherapeutic purposes without having been prescribed for that particular condition.

Eric W. Nitsch, M.D., the director of Drug and Prevention at Howard University, found that among his patients who were prescribed prescription drugs for non-medical purposes, the majority of them were incarcerated or on parole.

According to the National Institute on Drug Abuse, and the School of Public Health at Howard University, prescription drug abuse is extremely difficult to diagnose because of the lack of understanding, and the lack of understanding, and the lack of understanding, and the lack of understanding, and the lack of understanding, and the lack of understanding, and the lack of understanding.

In an effort to decrease the use of these drugs for non-medical purposes, the Food and Drug Administration and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have issued guidelines for how to properly prescribe prescription medications.
Push the limits with FedEx

As an Inside Sales Account Executive, you’ll play a big part in keeping a $21 billion supply chain moving. Bring your enthusiasm for sales to a company that will give you the tools to reach and surpass your goals. Join FedEx Services.

Account Executive - Inside Sales

The successful candidate will sell FedEx transportation services and manage an account base of existing and potential business customers within a geographically defined territory remotely from Pittsburgh, PA, Phoenix, AZ, Dallas, TX or Memphis, TN.

Requirements:

- Bachelor’s degree – All majors are encouraged to apply
- Must be self-motivated and possess strong time management and PC skills
- Strong verbal and negotiation skills

To apply for the Inside Sales Account Executive please send your resume to salesresumes@fedex.com noting your preferred location by February 28, 2005 and also attend the Information Session to be held on March 1, 2005 at 7pm in the School Of Business Student Lounge.

---

Mayo Clinic Nursing in Rochester, Minnesota invites new graduates to embark on an adventure and discover unparalleled opportunities for career mobility and growth. Our hospitals are world-renowned acute care teaching facilities where quality nursing is our tradition and mission.

For the new graduate we offer clinical and classroom-based orientation to foster professional and personal growth and development. A primary preceptor is assigned to ensure a successful transition from student to professional.

To apply or learn more about nursing opportunities for new graduates at Mayo Clinic, please visit www.mayoclinic.org.

Phone: 800-562-7984
E-mail: nursing.hr.staffing@mayo.edu

Mayo Clinic is an affirmative action and equal opportunity educator and employer.
How Do You Read It?

Monday.
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February 28, 2005
The Miami Heat (49-24) - The Heat just keep getting hotter. The 15-point sophomore Dwyane Wade and big man Shaquille O'Neal have fantasy lovers in a frenzy. Wade is averaging 25.3 points per game while Shaq is adding 24.7 a game himself. The only concern is keeping Shaq healthy for the playoffs.

The Detroit Pistons (38-36) - Off the back of the team's first season away of the New York Knicks in 19 years, the Pistons are starting down the path to the playoffs with off-season acquisitions Tracy McGrady, Ben Wallace in the backcourt, Richard Hamilton has been shooting the ball with over 39 percent per game and the presence in the Wallace role, Rasheed Wallace, in the paint on the court that reminds the hunger why they are defending champs.

The Cleveland Cavaliers (29-38) - Slow in his second season, Alonzo Mourning has been the new face of the NBA. With the weight of Michael Jordan's legacy firmly on his shoulders, Lebron and the Cavs are eager for a playoff birth. Zydrunas Ilgauskas is also enjoying his most productive season and has provided the versatile James with a formidable presence under the basket. The Washington Wizards (30-36) - Holding on to the one spot in the southeast division, the Wizards have been a pleasant surprise for fans in the nation's capital. With both guard Larry Hughes and center Kwame Brown injured since January, the team has had to pull together and have done so under the leadership of Gilbert Arenas and Antonio Jamison. Antonio, Drew Gooden and Angels are still averaging over 20 points per game and the acquisition of Hughes this week should have helped.

The Boston Celtics (27-28) - At .500 and holding on to the third spot in the east, the Celtics are a perfect example of the deficiencies in the NBA. From suspension, Jermaine O'Neal has been a shot in the arm and his 25 points per game earned him an All-Star slot. The only concern for the Pacers: keeping the team's players on the court.

The New York Knicks (28-27) - The only concern for the Knicks is a重建 for the Pacers: keeping the team's players on the court. The only concern for the Pacers: keeping the team's players on the court. The only concern for the Pacers: keeping the team's players on the court.

The Portland Trail Blazers (27-29) - The Portland Trail Blazers are a perfect example of the deficiencies in the NBA. From suspension, Jermaine O'Neal has been a shot in the arm and his 25 points per game earned him an All-Star slot. The only concern for the Pacers: keeping the team's players on the court.

The Orlando Magic (28-25) - The second-best team in Florida is the Orlando Magic. Such as Argentinean, Manu Ginobili, contribute to their success as well. The Miami Heat just keep getting hotter. The 15-point sophomore Dwyane Wade and big man Shaquille O'Neal have fantasy lovers in a frenzy. Wade is averaging 25.3 points per game while Shaq is adding 24.7 a game himself. The only concern is keeping Shaq healthy for the playoffs.

The Cleveland Cavaliers (29-38) - Slow in his second season, Alonzo Mourning has been the new face of the NBA. With the weight of Michael Jordan's legacy firmly on his shoulders, Lebron and the Cavs are eager for a playoff birth. Zydrunas Ilgauskas is also enjoying his most productive season and has provided the versatile James with a formidable presence under the basket. The Washington Wizards (30-36) - Holding on to the one spot in the southeast division, the Wizards have been a pleasant surprise for fans in the nation's capital. With both guard Larry Hughes and center Kwame Brown injured since January, the team has had to pull together and have done so under the leadership of Gilbert Arenas and Antonio Jamison. Antonio, Drew Gooden and Angels are still averaging over 20 points per game and the acquisition of Hughes this week should have helped.

The Boston Celtics (27-28) - At .500 and holding on to the third spot in the east, the Celtics are a perfect example of the deficiencies in the NBA. From suspension, Jermaine O'Neal has been a shot in the arm and his 25 points per game earned him an All-Star slot. The only concern for the Pacers: keeping the team's players on the court.

The New York Knicks (28-27) - The only concern for the Pacers: keeping the team's players on the court. The only concern for the Pacers: keeping the team's players on the court. The only concern for the Pacers: keeping the team's players on the court.
ESPNU Signs Agreement With MEAC, SWAC

By Jonathan Davis
Contributing Writer

Over the last two games, the Bison put themselves in perfect position to win this year's MEAC/ SWAC Challenge. With two wins, however, the Bison played great defensively and played with energy right from the opening tip. Unfortunately, their last two losses, including Monday's loss to the Aggies, means North Carolina A&T came down to the free-throw line and executed.

After taking a 33-29 lead into halftime and leading 43-39 with 10:14 remaining, Aggies used their full-court press to narrow the gap.

"It was very frustrating," said Davie Hudson, who scored 13 points and eight rebounds versus Virginia Tech. "We've had that team. It's all about closing out games and it's very frustrating." The Bison say that they will get this game on tape, and they did lose on Saturday to Northeastern State, at the State Fair in the loss to the Aggies. The Bison, 15-34-24, in their last two weekend games have only 54 percent from the floor.

Hudson, who has averaged 14.5 points and 7.5 boards the last two games, has gone 9-17 (53 percent) from the line. The Aggies, as a team, have an 81-57 lead after two games.

"I was very disappointed and upset," Hudson said. "They realize that the way we played this year, as well as the athletes, will be on the line, both for the next year and the next game. It's very important that we get it right the next time."

Aggies also lose to another conference and are coming off a 13 game in a row.

"We have a lot of new freshmen who add great experience, and exciting talent, to our roster," said Head Coach Christine Connell. "We have a team beat. Including four starters who scored 34 points, our team has a positive future for the Lady Bison lacrosse this season.

"We're moving on and we hope we move on as a season. We do well and we hope we continue," the Bison feel that their next three games, Saturday at Hampton, Monday at Norfolk State and next Saturday at Delaware State, are winnable as the MEAC Tournament begins.

In order for that to happen, the Bison have to make smarter plays, especially in the first half. They moved and went away with an 86-73 win. Senior guard Devina Green also had his way with 17 points and 11 rebounds.
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Lady Bison Ready for HIU

BY HEATHER FAISON
Contributing Writer

The stands are packed with rowdy fans bouncing from their seats in a sea of blue and white school paraphernalia. A group of guys shout vulgar insults at the opposing team and the blaring sounds of hip-hop singles from the band provide the soundtrack. This is not a scene by Duke's Cameron Crazies; they are the rambunctious and intimidating fans of Hampton University during the fierce basketball battle of the real HU.

The Lady Bison (9-6 MEAC, 14-10 overall) will enter this hostile territory Saturday, Feb. 26, with the intention of winning the "Real HU" title in one of the most heated rivalries in the MEAC. Hampton's Lady Pirates (12-3, MEAC 12-3 overall) lead the series against the Bison 17-6, winning six of the last seven meetings. The last time the Lady Bison won against Hampton was in 2002, at Hampton's Convention Center.

At their last meeting, the Lady Bison watched their victory slip away in the final five minutes as the defending MEAC championship Lady Pirates walked away with the HU bragging rights after an 81-72 defeat.

The Lady Bison were out rebounded 59-44 and since then Assistant Coach Felicia Kempt has worked with the post players to prevent any repeats of that game.

"[We have worked on] Body posture, and getting low. The biggest thing is if we see the ball then immediately we have to go after it," she commented.

Another weakness that cost the Lady Bison key victories, including in the last game versus Hampton, was below par free throw shooting. The Bison shot a mere 60 percent from the line while Hampton clearly won the free throw battle with an impressive 81 percent.

"We have to focus when we're on the line," Assistant coach Andre Bolton said after the loss. "They have a great shooter in [Rachel Butler] and she is someone that I think is going to be a phenomenal player for them. I think if we silence her, keep her quiet we will do well against her," Trotman said.

The Lady Bison's pressure defense has proven to be a paralyzing tactic against their opponents, averaging over 20 forced turnovers per game, 31 of which were committed against Hampton in game one.

The team's 1-2 threat, Daisha Hicks and Brittany James, will also play a major role in setting the tempo for the game and keeping the Lady Pirates guards at bay.

In this showdown, where pride means everything and the mystique overshadows the game, the Lady Bison do not plan on swallowing their words of confidence the second time around.

"They took the game from us last time, we're going to take it this time," Jones said.
This past weekend, four Howard University students striving to be "leaders for America and the global community" when they want to be "HOW" Florida A&M University (FAMU) and started the first, extended and formal organization.

President Kevin Madden, Vice President David McKifff, Treasurer Kevin Madden and Public Relations Director Nile "Rocks" Gooden, all rented a truck and took the 14-hour drive to FAMU to expand their networking empire.

The idea of branching out to other schools was not new to these students. For months they had talked about making the move that would make their organization nationally recognized among those in the urban college market in entertainment.

The group was then faced with the decision of where to start. Clark Atlanta University and FAMU were the top two reivew for the organization. They finally chose FAMU because they noticed that the campus lacked the organizational skills which entertainment industry teams possess.

We noticed that they had a lot of independent people doing their own thing in this industry. We knew from experience that when those "indies" formed organizations they made it happen so much faster,

It was designed as a compound of record label representatives, usually from the Urban College Market division. Our extended and formal organization made event planning, ticket and great event and association issues.
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Fantasia Not So Fantastical: Album Sales Less Than Other Idols

BY BRITNEY JOHNSON

"I love American Idol. It's so good to watch talented people get a chance to be recognized," said the junior legal communications major Marcus Joachim. "In the beginning she was very real, but now she's more star than the other Idol stars."

Although Fantasia is considered one of the most loved idols, her recent sales are lower than past American Idols.

"I liked her more than the other idols, she seemed more real," said junior legal communications major Marcus Joachim. "She can sing, but she's not the best look, she's not a professional, she's just a normal people," he said.

The highly anticipated fourth album of American Idol has been hopelessly outdone by the country's top music stars. "It's a bit too much," said Marcus Joachim.

Fantasia's hit, "Truth Is," is currently climbing the is charts, and is No. 29. If you ask me, it's a bit too much, I can't stand the Top 40, I don't know how good they have it, I stay late, as I am what is called a 'flight' and I'm not satisfied," Bond said.

In fact, some critics have complained that the two are not getting enough airtime about which products have been recalled.

"You have to be really careful when you buy food from your shelves, I'm busy making soups, sauces and ready-to-eat meals," the Associated Press reported.

"It's a harsh world, where I am looking for a new type of winner to face. Bond said, "I'm looking for a new type of winner to face."

"I'll see you right away and play how I want to play because I'm always growing and taking advantage of your mind."

As I rewind, I smile and thinking of ways to fly away. That my life is determined by my knowledge. It's a harsh world, where I am looking for a new type of winner to face. Bond said, "I'm looking for a new type of winner to face."
Hank Ballard and The Midnights

Songs Rose More Than Complaints

MIDNIGHTS, from L&S 84 released.

Two years later, Ballard thought he found a hit with the up-tempo song “The Twist,” but it never caught on. Shortly after the release of this song, Chubby Checker appeared on the show American Bandstand singing an almost identical version of “The Twist,” making the song and its signature dance routine famous. However, these circumstances did not deter Ballard and his group members in any way. In fact, Ballard also wrote a number of dance records such as “The Hoochie Coo,” “The Continental Walk,” “The Float” and “The Switch-A-Roo.”

In the mid-60s they had three simultaneous hits: “Finger Poppin’ Time,” “Let’s Go, Let’s Go, Let’s Go” and their original version of “The Twist.” By this time, The Midnights, which now included Norman Thrasher who replaced Woods and guitarist Cal Green who replaced Arthur Porter, had broken up and Ballard was singing solo. Under the supervision of James Brown, he managed to gain two more hits produced by Brown which were titled “How You Gonna Get Respect (If You Haven’t Cut Your Process Yet?” (1968) and “From the Love Side” (1972).

Ballard took a break after 1972 but returned in the 80s and reformed the Midnights first as an all female group and then as an all male group. During this decade the UK label Charly issued a compilation, What You Get When The Gelatin Gets Good. Shortly after, he recorded a two-disc effort of his performance in Hammersmith. (London), Hank Ballard Live In The Palais.

Applications are available in the Office of Student Activities, Blackburn Center Suite 117 or on our website www.howard.edu/currentstudents/studentlifeactivities/ Applications are due on February 28, 2005 by 5:00 pm.
ALL-STAR Weekend 2005

Denver, CO

All Photos By: Maya Gilliam

West 115

East 125
NBA: Getting Them While They're Young

At last week’s All-Star game, NBA commissioner David Stern has recently proposed adding an age minimum for college players seeking to enter the NBA draft. The goal would stop players from entering the league immediately after graduating high school. It is similar to the NFL regulation where players may not enter the draft until they are three years removed from high school graduation. Initially about one-third of the players chosen for the All-Star game entered the NBA before turning 20.

It sounds like a good idea because at 18, some argue the players are so talented that they are three years removed from high school graduation. Obviously, about one-third of the players chosen for the All-Star game entered the NBA before turning 20.

It sounds like a good idea because at 18, some argue the players are so talented that they are three years removed from high school graduation.
A College Perspective from a First Generation Student

SHERRI KELLY

As a first generation college student, I have to admit that college has definitely been a learning and trying experience for me. After applying and preparing for graduate school, I do not think this is something you are going to want to hear any more.

The first time you walk across the stage, get the first-class stamp, and bring the first-person to go to college in your family, especially a black family seems like you are already on the right path. It's kind of like a "baked" deal, which everybody is in raving for you, it also looks like they are rooting against you because of course they think they had the opportunity to be in your shoes. And as black people we can be reviewed, and though you don't want it to be like this, you still have to have the same mindset and work just as hard.

Eventually, I got to a point where I knew I was going to college because of the way I was monitored and shielded. Sometimes I even felt that if I had one more person in my family or from back home you "why you good, in what cause you in college?" or "waste me, I didn't go to college as I don't know that scenario is.

I was going to drop out of school just to prove that I didn't think that I was better to them.

It was here because when we went to school, I looked like I didn't belong and when I went home, I felt the exact same way. Not only they know how unhappy I am, but I am too.

I would cry because I was a mess and I even felt guilty at times to go to school.

I hated to hear my parents talk about how things were so sad on them more or being in school, or with one of these, please don't share, because I hate when I hear it, because it's lucky for me.

Why would you set unattainable expectations for yourself? If not good, why do you just go anywhere, building (or hanger) inspiring? Do you feel yourself as a broke college student?

Surely, Mr. or Mrs. Franklin, is your 21st birthday at Dream? You have been endowed with some power of wealth in their world. Is that enough? Because there is a certain mindset that you will be rewarded... and not with HIV, possibly not with the living of it. As the mind being unharmed? Perhaps, Considering the mind having pain and need to have a new future, each other, and why do not you think it is so, as you have to be able to be heard. But you are also stupid.

Black people, you are more likely to think you have a story to tell (preaching, getting dirty, trying to learn, and also more likely to get beat first) and can beat this way. If you are doing anything with kids who grow up (going to school) going to work, going anywhere, and I can't allow you to do it.

For the Kids

BRITTANY JOHNSON

Don't Do It, For the Kids

Why would you set unattainable expectations for yourself? If not good, why do you just go anywhere, building (or hanger) inspiring? Do you feel yourself as a broke college student?

Surely, Mr. or Mrs. Franklin, is your 21st birthday at Dream?

You have been endowed with some power of wealth in their world. Is that enough? Because there is a certain mindset that you will be rewarded... and not with HIV, possibly not with the living of it. As the mind being unharmed? Perhaps, considering the mind having pain and need to have a new future, each other, and why do not you think it is so, as you have to be able to be heard. But you are also stupid.

Black people, you are more likely to think you have a story to tell (preaching, getting dirty, trying to learn, and also more likely to get beat first) and can beat this way. If you are doing anything with kids who grow up (going to school) going to work, going anywhere, and I can't allow you to do it.

For the Kids

SHARRA HENRY

The College Unreality Hill

I try to avoid television as much as possible these days. Not only because television doesn't allow me to watch it, but because it can be downright depressing. "The Bachelor: The Women Tell All"... "Gee, it's Good to be..." "It's Good to be..." "Super Sweet Sixteen," they are all spoiling the scene as a broke college student. Just when I think I'll have a break because I got that break and we won't get easier any time soon because we are the first, and we are first; we are creating boundaries and moving into new territory. I just remember two things: somebody has to be the light. Somebody has to be the light; you down, and you have to have a quote that I cried and live by "I will never forget my prep for the past and I always will remember the present because it holds gifts to my future."
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Are you

interested in

learning more

about credit

card basics and

money

management? If so,
maybe I can
assist you by pre-
senting at your
next organi-

zational meeting.

For more infor-
mation on "Are

you credit wise"

contact Tamra

Byrd

202-607-3384

Buy Black!

Howard Dili

i. Shorts Special

4.95

2. Sandwich

Special 5.50

3. Sub Special

6.75...

All featuring

"Ghetto Sweet"

Iced Tea!!

2022 Georgia Ave.,

Northwest

MC-Visa-Debit,

Kenny & Pepe


Tutor Counselors are needed for a six-week
summer residential
program

(June 26 to

July 29, 2005)

Juniors, Seniors or

Graduate students with

proficiency in one

or more of the following
areas should apply:

Mathematics, Science,

Engineering, Computer

Science, English

or, Spanish.

Applicants must

have a 2.33 or better

GPA.

Salary: 2,000.00

plus room and

board.

Applications are

available: Howard University

TRIO Programs

Graduate Library Room

L-41

(202)806-3132

Application

Deadline is March

18, 2005

It brings me to tears

when I think about the

undying support I have

received in planning for

this year's conference.

Without the

indispensable assistance

and unwavering encour-
gement my Co-Chair,

Paris Pickett, the

2005 Steering

Committee, over 250

dedicated volunteers,

as well as the Ladies

of Alpha Chapter, Delta

Sigma Theta Sorority

Inc. I would not have

ever been able to actualize

my own potential. I am also

thankful for the

contributions from

those of student

organizations, Howard

University faculty and

staff, as well as local and

national businesses for

their continued monitory

and spiritual support of

this annual event.

Thank you ALL

Shelby Murray, 12th

Annual Woman in Vietnam

Conference Chair


Do you know someone who is currently serving our country?
Do you want us to send out silent prayers to your loved ones?
Send his or her name to silentprayerhilltopics@yahoo.com

where every Friday we will salute and say silent prayers for our soldiers.

Today's soldiers: Kimberly Wilson

Howard University

Charles A. Robinson

Jackson State University

John I. Pearson, Jr.

Hampton University

LA TEK is HERE!

February 27th, 2005; March 4th, 2005

"A Week of Sexual Awareness"

Sponsored by

HU Texas & Louisiana Club

Sunday, February 27th 11:00am

Mondays: February 28th, 2005

Planted Parenthood "Mistakes Happen; Choices, and Consequences"

7:00pm DGH 116

Tuesday: March 1st, 2005;

"HU Peers: Safe Sex Program" 6:30pm

Blackburn Center

Thursday: March 3rd, 2005

"The X-Factor; The miseducation of LaTeX"

LKH Smart Room 7:00pm

Friday: March 4th, 2005

The Howard University Women's Club proudly presents:

"Genius Women!" Featuring Performances of Sensational Poems from Feb. 27th-March 3rd

Sunday February 27th 6:00pm

Cramton 7:30pm

Monday February 28th

"Rings of Opportunity: Making the Most of Your Capstone Experience"

Annual International Forum

Howard Hilltop Lounge

7pm


Raging March 1

"Gone Celebrity Style" Event for Dance Major tickets

A Fresh Fashions

Howard Forum 7pm

Wednesday March 2

"Takes Five to Spell Good By The State Club Student Room"

Penn 1203

Howard Campus Center 7pm

Thursday March 3

"Concerts Part of Class" Event for Howard Digital Arts

Howard Campus Center 7pm

"Fallin' in Love" Party for Howard University students

Howard Campus Center 7pm

Friday March 4

Jackson State Day

Howard Campus Center 7pm

Saturday March 5

DC Scholarship Project

Howard Campus Center 7pm

WORKS

HAIR-SKINS-NAILS

CALL 202-806-3132

COUPON GOOD FOR $2.00 AT

2616 GEORGIA AVENUE

ACROSS FROM SCHOOL OF B.

TI @
DREAM

2.25.05

Finaly grown but always sexy!

Happy 21st Birthday Celeste.

Get em girl!

1998 Nissan Maxima Fully loaded: 45k miles Must sell ASAP

Low Price Call

(832)723-5813

African Students

Association presents: Vertigo:

Fashion Show

Tonight @

Cramton 7:30pm

Tickets $8 and

$10 After Party @

Club 1919 on 9th

& U Street

ELI FULLY PAID

THE HILLTOP

FEBRUARY 25, 2005

All HILLTOPICS
Are due, paid in full,
the Tuesday and Friday
before publication date.

Individuals advertising
for the purpose of announcing a service,
keeping a business
are charged at local
companies with a rate
of $10 for first 20 words
and $2 for every 5 words
thereafter.

Yaa's African
Hair Braiding
Specializing In:

Individual Braids,
Kinky Twist, Yerr Braids, Human
Hair & More
907 Euclid St.
NW Telephone:
(202)387-4810

1998 Nissan
Maxima Fully
loaded: 45k miles
Must sell ASAP

Low Price Call

(832)723-5813

Stay full of the Holy Spirit. Keep
your hearts tender and humble
by living a life of love, 

eager to serve and full of mercy.

--- Eph. 5:18-19

Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness.

--- Matt. 5:6